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This department is devoted to news of appointments, promotions, deaths, and other 
events of interest to historians of mathematics. For this information, Historia Mathematics 
depends upon interested individuals everywhere to send items of timely interest to the 
Editor so that the wider community of historians of mathematics may be kept informed of 
noteworthy activity throughout the world. 
Thirty Years of the “History of Mathematics” at Oberwolfach 
In Remembrance of J. E. Hofmann (1900-1973) 
By CHRISTOPH J. SCRIBA 
,‘nstitut fiir Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften, Mathematik und Technik, Universitiit Hamburg, 
Bundesstrasse 55, 2000 Hamburg 13, Federal Republic of Germany 
The year 1984 was an anniversary year for the Mathematisches Forschungs- 
iqtstitut Oberwolfach in the Black Forest for several reasons: the Institute cele- 
brated its fortieth birthday, the Gesellschaft fur Mathematische Forschung (the 
srlciety legally responsible for the Institute) had been in existence for twenty-five 
years, and the meetings on the history of mathematics could look back upon thirty 
years, or the span of a generation, since the first conference on this topic took 
place in October 1954. This first conference was organized by Professor Joseph 
Ej.hrenfried Hofmann, who shortly after World War II had spent several months at 
the Institute working at his book Die Entwicklungsgeschichte der Leibnizschen 
Mathematik in Paris. 
When Hofmann died in 1973, he had directed seventeen conferences at the 
Llstitute, each attended by about 25 or 30 participants. At the beginning, the 
dumber of professional historians of mathematics was small. Although Hofmann 
tried to attract younger participants and doctoral candidates, more than once he 
and a few other colleagues had to give more than one lecture in order to offer a 
satisfactory program. There was even a period of time when he doubted whether it 
would make sense to continue the colloquia on the history of mathematics. (One 
must keep in mind that at the time there did not-and there still does not-exist a 
chair in the history of mathematics at any university in the Federal Republic of 
dlermany, and that Institutes for the History of Science, with but two exceptions, 
only began to be created in the late 1960s.) 
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About 1970, the situation began to improve. From the beginning the confer- 
ences at Oberwolfach were attended by a small number of colleagues from neigh- 
boring countries. Their number began to increase, and when the present buildings, 
thanks to the Stiftung Volkswagenwerk, were opened in 1967 and 1974, the aver- 
age total attendance had grown to about forty. The percentage of foreign col- 
leagues also rose to nearly fifty percent, encompassing seventeen countries (in- 
cluding Brazil, Japan and Australia) at one conference or another. In the past ten 
years it has become necessary to impose restrictions upon the limited number of 
invitations that can be issued. Since 1973, the meetings have been directed by 
C. J. Scriba, with the help of different colleagues serving each year as co-orga- 
nizers. 
J. E. Hofmann always insisted on painstaking research into the details sur- 
rounding the development of a mathematical problem and its solution, and coined 
the term “Problemgeschichte der Mathematik” for this essentially internalist 
treatment of the history of mathematics. In numerous lectures, mostly devoted to 
topics from 16th- to 18th-century mathematics, he illustrated this method. He 
sharply criticized superficial research or carelessly prepared lectures, for in his 
opinion the history of mathematics had to be as precise as mathematics itself. 
With his scrupulous scholarship and profound erudition, he commented exten- 
sively on almost every lecture given, making the meetings a training camp of our 
discipline for almost two decades. 
“Problemgeschichte” in Hofmann’s eyes included of course the study of the 
development of mathematical theories, methods, and ideas, i.e., all aspects of 
mathematics as a cognitive system. But he consciously avoided speaking of 
“Ideengeschichte,” feeling that this term had been misconceived or even misused 
by authors who gave superficial outlines of development or who tried-as, for 
instance, Oswald Spengler did in his Untergang des Abendlandes-to character- 
ize the mathematics of certain periods or cultural areas by a single leading idea. 
Such a culpable neglect of the often multifarious and even contradictory aspects 
of reality was, in fact, in sharp contradiction to the ultimate goal of historic 
research: to unearth the ramified roots of mathematical concepts, problems, meth- 
ods, and theories, and to determine how the development of each contributed to 
the growth of mathematical knowledge. 
Formerly most lectures given at Oberwolfach were devoted to the history of 
mathematics from Egyptian and Babylonian times to the 18th century. In recent 
years, however, much more attention has been given to topics from 19th- and 
even 20th-century mathematics. Many sources, formerly neglected or even un- 
known, have been investigated-including the papers and correspondence of im- 
portant mathematicians, journals, archives, documents of scientific institutions, 
etc. Thus the gaps in our knowledge about the development of mathematics in the 
last two centuries or so are beginning to shrink. In other areas, too, increased 
activity can be observed, as for instance in Islamic mathematics. Much of this we 
owe to the increased participation of colleagues from foreign countries (among 
others, those from the Soviet Union since 1977). Other geographical areas, how- 
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evtx, are still underrepresented at the Oberwolfach meetings, the far East and the 
de!lreloping countries being the most conspicuous among them. 
;Qnother noticeable shift of interest at Oberwolfach parallels the general ten- 
delcy of the history of science to pay growing attention to social influences. 
Political, economic, and social conditions related to the genesis of new mathemat- 
ic4.l professions, of special types of institutions, of teaching reforms and training 
mjthods, of diversification and specialization in mathematics, have all been the 
sul~jects of reports given at Oberwolfach in more recent years. Naturally this has 
pn,voked lively discussions on the goals and methods of the history of mathemat- 
icf . If one views mathematics as just one among the many sciences, the general 
features of its institutional development may be more revealing than, for instance, 
thl: creation of powerful new theories in one of its branches. This is but one 
edample to illustrate that the historian of science or the general historian will ask 
different questions from those of interest to the mathematician or the teacher of 
muthematics concerned with its history. Such pluralism is not limited to “con- 
sumers” of the history of mathematics; historians themselves (as compared with 
mathematicians), although normally trained in mathematics as well as the re- 
search tools and methods of historical scholarship, usually have their own special 
im:linations and preferences, and are interested in particular aspects, or approach 
hiiitorical research, with a specific end in mind. All such questions, touching on 
th: tools and targets of our profession, have been debated repeatedly in round- 
tai)le discussions at Oberwolfach. 
In order to accommodate the various interests of all those who would like to 
participate, it has been necessary for some time to choose special main themes for 
each conference. The temptation of setting specific research goals, or of planning 
special publications, has been avoided. As with the conferences on mathematics 
at Oberwolfach, the principal purpose is to provide a forum where work in pro- 
gress can be presented for critique to a competent audience, where one can get 
ad vice from colleagues working on related topics, and where new projects may be 
discussed in small groups. 
Although no one who participates in meetings at Oberwolfach today will leave 
w  thout having learned something about the history of mathematics, and its meth- 
odology, it would no longer be accurate to use the term “training camp.” In 
cqntrast to the early years, a high proportion of current participants has already 
done recognized work in the history of mathematics. Is it too much to claim that 
the Oberwolfach conferences have become, thanks to the contributions of all 
concerned, an “invisible” college of the history of mathematics? Our thanks are 
due to the Stiftung Volkswagenwerk and the Land Baden-Wtirttemberg for financ- 
ing the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut; to its director, Professor Martin 
garner, his predecessors, and his colleagues in the Wissenschaftliche Beirat for 
o fering us the opportunity to meet at Oberwolfach; and to the late Professor 
I-l ofmann for his persistance, through which these conferences have attained a 
p/:rmanent standing, making the work of historians of mathematics increasingly 
visible in a most collegial and increasingly professional setting. 
